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ABSTRACT

We use a large suite of carefully controlled full hydrodynamic simulations to study the ram

pressure stripping of the hot gaseous haloes of galaxies as they fall into massive groups and

clusters. The sensitivity of the results to the orbit, total galaxy mass, and galaxy structural

properties is explored. For typical structural and orbital parameters, we find that ∼30 per cent

of the initial hot galactic halo gas can remain in place after 10 Gyr. We propose a physically

simple analytic model that describes the stripping seen in the simulations remarkably well. The

model is analogous to the original formulation of Gunn & Gott, except that it is appropriate

for the case of a spherical (hot) gas distribution (as opposed to a face-on cold disc) and takes

into account that stripping is not instantaneous but occurs on a characteristic time-scale. The

model reproduces the results of the simulations to within ≈10 per cent at almost all times

for all the orbits, mass ratios, and galaxy structural properties we have explored. The one

exception involves unlikely systems where the orbit of the galaxy is highly non-radial and

its mass exceeds about 10 per cent of the group or cluster into which it is falling (in which

case the model underpredicts the stripping following pericentric passage). The proposed model

has several interesting applications, including modelling the ram pressure stripping of both

observed and cosmologically simulated galaxies and as a way to improve present semi-analytic

models of galaxy formation. One immediate consequence is that the colours and morphologies

of satellite galaxies in groups and clusters will differ significantly from those predicted with

the standard assumption of complete stripping of the hot coronae.

Key words: hydrodynamics – methods: N-body simulations – galaxies: clusters: general –

galaxies: evolution – galaxies: structure – cosmology: theory.

1 I N T RO D U C T I O N

There are marked differences in the observed properties of the field

and cluster galaxy populations. Perhaps the best-known difference

is the larger fraction of galaxies that are ellipticals or S0s (and the

correspondingly lower spiral fraction) in clusters relative to the field

(e.g. Dressler 1980; Goto et al. 2003). Not only are the morpholo-

gies of cluster galaxies different from those of field galaxies, but

so too are a variety of their other observed properties, including

colours (e.g. Balogh et al. 2004; Hogg et al. 2004), star forming

properties (e.g. Poggianti et al. 1999; Balogh, Navarro & Morris

2000; Gómez et al. 2003), and the distribution and total mass of

their gaseous component (e.g. Cayatte et al. 1994; Solanes et al.

⋆E-mail: i.g.mccarthy@durham.ac.uk

2001). These observed differences indicate that the dense environ-

ments of groups and clusters are somehow strongly modifying the

properties of galaxies as they fall in.

Uncovering the physical mechanisms that give rise to the ob-

served variation in galaxy properties has been an active topic of

research over the past two or three decades (e.g. Dressler 1984;

Sarazin 1988). One of the most commonly mentioned processes is

ram pressure stripping (Gunn & Gott 1972). Here, the gaseous com-

ponent (which can be composed of both cold atomic/molecular gas

and a hot extended component) of the orbiting galaxy is subjected to

a wind due to its motion relative to the intracluster medium (ICM).

The gas will be stripped if the wind is sufficiently strong to overcome

the gravity of the galaxy. Recently, direct observational evidence for

the ram pressure stripping of galaxies in clusters has been provided

by long (up to tens of kpc) tails of gas seen to be trailing behind

several cluster galaxies (e.g. Crowl et al. 2005; Sakelliou et al. 2005;
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594 I. G. McCarthy et al.

Sun & Vikhlinin 2005; Vollmer et al. 2005; Machacek et al. 2006;

Sun, Donahue & Voit 2007a). Such stripping could at least partially

account for the differing properties of cluster and field galaxies.

There have been numerous theoretical studies dedicated to cal-

culating the effects of ram pressure stripping on galaxies using hy-

drodynamic simulations or semi-analytic models. The vast majority

of these studies have focused on the stripping of cold gaseous discs

with an emphasis on whether this can account for the observed lower

star formation rates (and redder colours) of cluster spirals relative to

their field counterparts (e.g. Abadi, Moore & Bower 1999; Quilis,

Moore & Bower 2000; Vollmer et al. 2001; Okamoto & Nagashima

2003; Hester 2006; Mayer et al. 2006; Roediger, Brüggen & Hoeft

2006; Roediger & Brüggen 2006, 2007; Jachym et al. 2007). How-

ever, the stripping of extended hot gaseous haloes of galaxies is only

just the beginning to be explored (e.g. Kawata & Mulchaey 2007)

and has not yet been studied in a detailed and systematic way. The

hot extended component is predicted to exist around most-massive

galaxies by semi-analytic models and cosmological simulations and

is directly observable at X-ray wavelengths in the case of normal

ellipticals. If the hot gaseous halo is completely stripped (as is typ-

ically assumed), the only fuel available for star formation is that

which resided in the cold component when the galaxy first fell into

the cluster. (This process of removing the supply of halo gas is some-

times referred to as ‘strangulation’ or ‘starvation’.) However, if the

hot halo remains intact for some time it can, via radiative cooling

losses, replenish the cold component and potentially significantly

prolong star formation. This, in turn, would affect the colours and

morphologies of cluster galaxies (e.g. Larson, Tinsley & Caldwell

1980; Abadi, Moore & Bower 1999; Balogh, Navarro & Morris

2000; Benson et al. 2000).

Aspects of the stripping of the hot gaseous haloes of galaxies in

clusters have been considered in previous work (e.g. Gisler 1976;

Sarazin 1979; Takeda, Nulsen & Fabian 1984). Mori & Burkert

(2000) studied the stripping of dwarf galaxies subject to a constant

wind using 2D simulations and found that the relatively shallow po-

tential wells of these systems cannot retain their hot gas component

for long. However, these authors did not study more massive sys-

tems, such as normal ellipticals and spirals, where stripping of the

hot (�106 K) halo should be much less efficient due to their higher

masses and deeper potential wells. [Indeed, a recent X-ray survey of

massive galaxies in hot clusters by Sun et al. (2007b) has revealed

that most of the galaxies have detectable hot gaseous haloes.] A

few other studies have examined the stripping of more massive sys-

tems but not in the context described above. In particular, they have

largely focused on the metal enrichment of the ICM (e.g. Schindler

et al. 2005; Kapferer et al. 2007), the X-ray properties of the galaxies

(Toniazzo & Schindler 2001; Acreman et al. 2003) or the genera-

tion of ‘cold fronts’ (e.g. Takizawa 2005; Ascasibar & Markevitch

2006).

In this paper, we carry out a detailed study of the ram pressure

stripping of the hot gaseous haloes of galaxies as they fall into groups

and clusters. This is performed using a large suite of controlled

hydrodynamic simulations. Unlike most previous studies, we use

full 3D simulations in which the galaxies fall into a massive ‘live’

group or cluster on realistic orbits. One important aim is to derive

a physically simple and accurate description of the stripping seen

in the simulations that can be easily employed in the modelling

of observed or cosmologically simulated galaxies. An additional

motivation for deriving such a model is to improve the treatment of

ram pressure stripping in semi-analytic models of galaxy formation.

At present, these models typically assume that the hot gaseous haloes

of galaxies are stripped at the instant they cross the virial radius

of the group or cluster. Clearly, this is not a realistic assumption,

especially in the case where the mass of the galaxy is not negligible

compared to that of the group or cluster. Such semi-analytic models

tend to predict group and cluster galaxies whose colours are too red

compared to observations (e.g. Baldry et al. 2006; Weinmann et al.

2006). If the ram pressure stripping of the hot gaseous haloes of

cluster galaxies is not as (maximally) efficient as assumed by these

models, the resulting galaxies would be bluer and perhaps in better

agreement with observations.

This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we present a

discussion of our simulation set-up and the results of convergence

tests that demonstrate the robustness of our findings. In Section 3,

we first outline a simple analytic model for ram pressure stripping

that is based on the original formulation of Gunn & Gott (1972) but

which is appropriate for spherically-symmetrical gas distributions

(as opposed to discs). We then compare this model to a wide variety

of simulations and demonstrate that it provides an excellent match

to the mass loss seen in the simulations. Finally, in Section 4, we

summarize and discuss our findings.

2 S I M U L AT I O N S

To study the ram pressure stripping of galaxies orbiting in massive

groups and clusters, we make use of the public version of the parallel

TreeSPH code GADGET-2 (Springel 2005). By default, this code im-

plements the entropy-conserving smoothed particle hydrodynamics

(SPH) scheme of Springel & Hernquist (2002). The procedure we

use to set up our simulations is quite similar to that described in

McCarthy et al. (2007a) (hereafter M07). We outline the basic pro-

cedure and note any relevant differences between our set-up and that

of M07.

In this study, ram pressure stripping is explored in two types

of simulations. We refer to the first type as the ‘uniform medium’

runs, where a galaxy is run through a uniform gaseous medium

at constant velocity. In the second type of simulations (the ‘two-

system’ runs), the galaxies are placed on realistic orbits through

a massive ‘live’ galaxy group. In the uniform medium runs, the

ram pressure to which the galaxy is exposed is effectively constant

with time. Furthermore, there is no external gravitational potential

(i.e. due to a massive group or cluster) to tidally distort or strip the

galaxy. As a result, these simulations should provide a pure test of

ram pressure stripping and should be easier to model than the second

type of simulations. On the other hand, if the lessons learnt from

modelling the uniform medium runs do not also generally apply to

more realistic situations, such as those in the two-system runs, they

will be of little practical use. This is why we have elected to use

both types of simulations to study this problem.

2.1 Initial conditions and simulation characteristics

The galaxies (and the groups into which they fall, in the case of the

two-system runs) are represented by spherically-symmetric systems

composed of a realistic mixture of dark matter and diffuse baryons.

The dark matter is assumed to follow the NFW distribution

(Navarro, Frenk & White 1996, 1997):

ρ(r ) =
ρs

(r/rs)(1 + r/rs)2
, (1)

where ρs = Ms/(4πr3
s ) and

Ms =
M200

ln(1 + r200/rs) − (r200/rs)/(1 + r200/rs)
. (2)
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Here, r200 is the radius within which the mean density is 200

times the critical density, ρcrit, and M200 ≡ M(r200) = (4/3)πr3
200 ×

200ρcrit.

The only ‘free’ parameter of the NFW profile is the scale ra-

dius, rs. The scale radius is often expressed in terms of a concen-

tration parameter, c200 ≡ r200/rs. By default, we adopt the mean

mass–concentration (M200–c200) relation derived from the Millen-

nium Simulation (Springel et al. 2005) by Neto et al. (2007). This

relationship is similar to that derived previously by Eke, Navarro &

Steinmetz (2001).

For simplicity, the diffuse baryons are assumed to initially trace

the dark matter distribution, with the ratio of gas to total mass set

to the universal ratio f b = �b/�m = 0.022 h−2/0.3 = 0.141, where

h is the Hubble constant in units of 100 km s−1 Mpc−1. The other

properties of the diffuse gas (i.e. temperature and pressure profiles)

are fixed by ensuring that the gas is initially gravitationally bound

and in hydrostatic equilibrium,

dP(r )

dr
= −

G M(r )

r 2
ρgas(r ). (3)

While the assumption that the gas initially traces the dark mat-

ter is reasonable for the bulk of the baryons in massive groups and

clusters (e.g. Vikhlinin et al. 2006; McCarthy et al. 2007b), it is

almost certainly not a very realistic approximation for relatively

low-mass systems, such as galaxies. The reason, of course, is that

non-gravitational physics, such as cooling and feedback due, for

example, to supernovae and/or active galactic nuclei, which are ne-

glected in our simulations, can significantly alter the properties of the

gas in these systems. These processes are poorly understood and the

properties of the gas will likely depend sensitively on the assumed

feedback model. Therefore, any distribution we select for the hot

gaseous halo of the galaxies will be somewhat ad hoc. The impor-

tant point, however, is that one can use the simulations to develop a

physical model for ram pressure stripping that can, with some confi-

dence, be applied more generally. We argue that the analytic model

developed below is just such a model. As will be demonstrated,

tuning the model to match just one of our simulations results in

very good agreement with all the other simulations, in spite of their

widely varying physical conditions.

The reader is referred to section 2 of M07 for a detailed discus-

sion of how we establish equilibrium configurations of dark matter

and gas particles that follow an NFW distribution.1 In the case of

the two-system runs, the more massive system is set to have a to-

tal mass of M200 = 1014 M⊙, while the less-massive systems have

masses in the range 2 × 1012 � M200 � 1013 M⊙ (i.e. mass ratios

from 50:1 to 10:1). Thus, the two-system runs represent galaxies

with masses comparable to or larger than a normal elliptical falling

into a moderate-mass group/low-mass cluster. Note that for galax-

ies within this mass range, the mean temperature of their gaseous

haloes ranges between ≈1 and 3 × 106 K. In Fig. 1, we show the

initial gas density and temperature profiles for the hot gaseous halo

of one of the galaxies and for the ICM of the 1014-M⊙ group.

The default gas particle mass, mgas, is set to 2 × 108 f b M⊙, while

the default dark matter particle mass, mdm, is set to 2 × 108 (1 −

f b) M⊙. In the two-system runs, these masses are fixed for both the

1 However, one difference of note is that instead of using the dark matter par-

ticle positions from our isolated runs to set the positions of the gas particles,

we now morph a glass distribution into the desired NFW profile to set the gas

particle positions (see section 2 of M07). This was done to ensure a perfectly

‘cold’ start. We have run our galaxies and groups (with both baryons and

dark matter particles in place) in isolation for many dynamical times and

verified that they are stable, unevolving systems.

100

1000

10 100 1000

1

10

Figure 1. The initial gas density (top panel) and temperature (bottom panel)

profiles for the hot halo of a galaxy with mass M200 = 4 × 1012 M⊙ (dotted

red curves) and a group with mass M200 = 1014 M⊙ (solid blue curves).

group and the galaxy. This implies that the group is resolved with

half a million gas and dark matter particles (each) within r200. The

gravitational softening length for both the gas and dark matter par-

ticles is set to 5 kpc for all our simulations. (We have experimented

with different values of this parameter and find no significant dif-

ferences in the results.)

A standard set of SPH parameters is adopted (e.g. Springel 2005).

The number of SPH smoothing neighbour particles is set to 32, the

artificial viscosity αvisc parameter is set to 0.8 (see Section 2.2), and

the Courant time-scale coefficient is set to 0.1.

The simulation data are output frequently, at intervals of 50 Myr,

and the simulations are run for a maximum duration of 10 Gyr in the

case of the two-system runs or until a convergent result is achieved

in the case of the uniform medium runs.

The effects of ram pressure stripping are quantified by computing

the mass of gas that remains gravitationally bound to the galaxy as a

function of time. To determine which gas and dark matter particles

are bound to the galaxy in any particular simulation output, we use

the iterative method outlined in Tormen, Diaferio & Syer (1998)

and Hayashi et al. (2003). Starting from the distribution of particles

that were bound at the previous simulation output (noting that all

particles were bound initially), the potential, kinetic and, in the case

of the gas, the internal energies of each of the particles in the rest

frame of the galaxy are computed. We discard all particles for which

the sum of the kinetic and internal energies exceeds the potential

energy. The rest frame of the bound structure is then recomputed, as

C© 2007 The Authors. Journal compilation C© 2007 RAS, MNRAS 383, 593–605
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are the energies of each particle, and any additional unbound par-

ticles are identified and discarded. This procedure is repeated until

no further particles are identified as being unbound. Furthermore, it

is implicit that once a gas particle has been lost due to stripping it

cannot at a later time become gravitationally bound again (i.e. the

mass of bound gas is necessarily a monotonically decreasing func-

tion of time). In this way, we are calculating a conservative lower

limit to the mass of bound gas.

2.2 Numerical issues

There are a variety of numerical issues that could potentially affect

the simulations and hamper the development of a physical model

for ram pressure stripping. Perhaps of most concern is the effect of

limited numerical resolution and, in the case of SPH simulations,

the role of the artificial viscosity term, which itself is resolution-

dependent. The artificial viscosity, which is necessary in order for

SPH algorithms to capture shocks, acts like an excess pressure for the

gas particles in their equation of motion and is therefore potentially

relevant to our discussion of ram pressure stripping.

We have investigated the effects of numerical resolution and arti-

ficial viscosity in our default two-system run (see Section 3.3.1 for

a description of this run). The results are plotted in Fig. 2. In the

top panel, we show the effect of degrading the mass resolution of

the gas particles (the mass resolution of the dark matter particles

is the same for all these runs) on the ram pressure stripping of the

galaxy. In the default case, there are 2 × 104 bound gas particles in-

side r200 of the galaxy initially. Reassuringly, we find that lowering

the number of particles does not significantly affect the resulting

bound mass of gas as a function of time. This is the case even when

the gas halo is represented initially by only 1000 particles. In fact,

significant (>20 per cent) differences appear only when the initial

gas particle number in the galaxy is lowered to a few hundred (not

shown). Note that the top panel of Fig. 2 implies that our results

are not strongly sensitive to the artificial viscosity, since this is a

resolution-dependent quantity.

The bottom panel of Fig. 2 adds further confidence that the results

are robust. Here, we experiment with lowering the αvisc parameter,

which controls the effective ‘strength’ of the artificial viscosity and

is proportional to the excess pressure assigned to each gas particle in

the equation of motion. Lowering the value of αvisc from the default

value of 0.8 has no significant consequences for the resulting bound

mass of gas. This is the case even when the artificial viscosity is set

to zero.2

We conclude that our ram pressure results are robust to our

choice of resolution and artificial viscosity strength. It should be

noted, however, that ram pressure is not the only mechanism by

which gas can be stripped from galaxies as they orbit about groups

and clusters. In particular, Kelvin–Helmholtz (KH) and Rayleigh–

Taylor (RT) instabilities can potentially develop at the interface

between the hot halo of the galaxy and the ICM and eventually

completely disrupt or destroy the gaseous halo of the galaxy. It is

known that SPH simulations tend to suppress such instabilities in

2 This may seem somewhat surprising at first glance since the galaxy is

moving at a high velocity and therefore shock heating might be expected

to be important (i.e. it could raise the entropy of the gas causing some of it

to become unbound). However, as discussed in Section 3.1 (see also M07),

both idealized and cosmological simulations show that shock heating of the

gas haloes of galaxies accreted by groups and clusters is unimportant. Most

of the interaction energy is thermalized in the ICM of the main halo.

0.2
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Figure 2. The effects of numerical resolution and artificial viscosity strength

on the ram pressure stripping of the galaxy in the default two-system run

(see Section 3.3.1). Plotted is the ratio of gravitationally bound gas mass at

time t to the initial mass of gas (at t = 0) versus time. In the top panel, we

show the effect of raising the gas particle mass (i.e. lowering the particle

number) from our default gas mass resolution of mgas = 2.82 × 107 M⊙. In

the bottom panel, we show the effect of lowering the SPH artificial viscosity

parameter αvisc.

the presence of large density gradients across the interface. This, in

turn, will make the hot halo of a galaxy more resilient to stripping

than it otherwise would have been. A good example of this can be

found in Agertz et al. (2007), where a comparison between several

Eulerian grid-based codes (which accurately follow the growth of

these instabilities) and several Lagrangian SPH codes is performed

for an idealized case where a ‘blob’ of gas moves through a uniform

density medium. For example, their fig. 4 shows that, for one par-

ticular case, the grid-based codes all predict complete disruption of

the blob at t � τKH (where τKH is the KH time-scale, i.e. the time it

takes KH instabilities to fully grow), whereas the SPH codes predict

that the blob should remain intact.

With this in mind, one might conclude that SPH simulations such

as ours will overestimate the survivability of the hot halo of a galaxy.

However, it is important to note that Agertz et al. find that the grid-

based and SPH-based codes agree with each other rather well for t �

τKH (see also Appendix A of this study). Following the approach of

Mori & Burkert (2000) (see also Nulsen 1982; Murray et al. 1993;

and Mayer et al. 2006), the KH time-scale (including the stabilizing

C© 2007 The Authors. Journal compilation C© 2007 RAS, MNRAS 383, 593–605
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effects of gravity) can be estimated as

τKH =
F M0

ṀKH

= 2.19 × 109

(

F

0.1

)(

M0

109 M⊙

)1/7

×

(

nICM

10−4 cm−3

)−1(

vgal

103 km s−1

)−1

yr, (4)

where F is the baryon fraction of the galaxy, M0 is the total mass

of the galaxy within the radius down to which the galaxy has been

stripped by ram pressure, nICM is the number density of hydrogen

atoms in the ICM, and vorb is the velocity of the galaxy with respect

to the ICM.

For our default two-system run (see Section 3.3.1), for example,

we estimate from equation (4) that the KH time-scale at pericentre

is approximately 4.5 Gyr (i.e. which is comparable to the duration

of our simulations). Since most of the orbital period of the galaxy

is spent far from pericentre, the value of τKH will be substantially

longer than this. Note also that the time-scale associated with the

growth of RT instabilities is comparable to or exceeds τKH. There-

fore, we do not expect KH or RT instability stripping to have im-

portant consequences for the results or conclusions of this study.

We also point out that equation (4) neglects the possibly important

effects of radiative cooling, physical viscosity, magnetic fields, etc.,

all of which will tend to damp (and possibly halt) the growth of such

instabilities in real cluster galaxies.

Finally, in order to dispel any lingering doubts that our adopted

SPH approach is unable to treat ram pressure stripping accu-

rately, we have made a direct comparison of the predictions of the

Lagrangian SPH code GADGET-2 and the Eulerian AMR code FLASH

for one of our uniform medium runs. This comparison is presented

in Appendix A and shows that there is excellent quantitative agree-

ment between the results of the two codes.

3 R E S U LT S

3.1 Analytic expectations

The study of ram pressure stripping of galaxies as they fall into

groups and clusters dates back to the seminal paper of Gunn & Gott

(1972). Using a static force argument, these authors derived a simple,

physically motivated condition for the instantaneous ram pressure

stripping of a gaseous disc moving face-on through the ICM. The gas

will be stripped if the ram pressure, Pram, defined as ρICMv2
orb (where

ρICM is the density of the ICM and vorb is the speed of the galaxy

with respect to the ICM), exceeds the gravitational restoring force

per unit area on the disc, which they derive as 2πG�∗�gas (where

�∗ and �gas are the stellar and gaseous surface densities of the disc,

respectively). We now seek to derive an analogous model for the

ram pressure stripping of a spherically-symmetric gas distribution.

Since it is the least-bound material, gas at the outer projected

edge of the system will be stripped first (see the schematic diagram

in Fig. 3). Consider gas in a projected annulus between radii R and

R + dR. The projected area of this annulus, dA, is 2πR dR. There-

fore, the force due to ram pressure on this annulus is simply

Fram = Pram dA. The annulus of gas will be displaced in the di-

rection opposite to vorb (which we will call the z direction) and will

be stripped if the force due to the ram pressure exceeds the maxi-

mum gravitational restoring force in this direction. The maximum

gravitational restoring force, Fgrav, can be written approximately as

gmax(R)�gas(R) dA, where gmax(R) is the maximum restoring accel-

Figure 3. A schematic diagram of the ram pressure stripping of a spherically

symmetric gas distribution. Here, the ram pressure force is directed from the

left-hand to right-hand side and we consider the ratio of the ram pressure

force to the gravitational restoring force per unit area for a projected annulus

of width d R at the outer edge (radius R) of the gaseous halo of the galaxy.

eration in the z-direction and �gas(R) is the projected surface density

of the gas in the annulus. Therefore, the ram pressure stripping con-

dition can be written as

ρICMv2
orb > gmax(R)�gas(R). (5)

If the gas density and total mass profiles of the galaxy can be

represented by simple power laws, it is straightforward to evalu-

ate the right-hand side of equation (5). In the case of a singular

isothermal sphere, for example, where ρgas(r) ∝ r−2 and Mgal(r) ∝

r (where Mgal(r) is the total mass within radius r), we find

gmax(R) = GMgal(R)/(2R2) and �gas(R) = πρgas(R)R. This leads

to the following stripping condition:

Pram(t) >
π

2

G Mgal(R)ρgas(R)

R
. (6)

For more general gas density and total mass profiles, the condition

for ram pressure stripping may be expressed as

Pram(t) > α
G Mgal(R)ρgas(R)

R
, (7)

where α is a geometric constant of the order of unity which depends

on the precise shape of the gas density and total mass profiles of the

galaxy. We note that equation (7) is similar to the analytic stripping

conditions derived previously by Gisler (1976) and Sarazin (1979)

(among others) for elliptical galaxies.

Equation (7) implies that all the gas beyond the 3D radius Rstrip

where the ram pressure exceeds the gravitational restoring force per

unit area (which we will refer to as the stripping radius) will be

stripped. By assumption, the properties of both the gas and dark

matter within the stripping radius are unmodified by the stripping.

The left-hand side of equation (7) makes it clear that the ram pressure

is, in general, a function of time (i.e. for non-circular orbits).

Below, we use the idealized uniform medium runs to test this

simple analytic model. However, before doing so it is worth briefly

discussing some of the assumptions of this simple model and their

validity. First, the model neglects KH and RT instability stripping

but, as we argued in Section 2.2, we do not expect this to be an

important omission. Perhaps of more concern is that, by assum-

ing that the properties of the system within the stripping radius do

not change with time, the model implicitly neglects environmental

effects such as tidal stripping and gravitational shock heating. In

Appendix B, we show, using a simple argument, that one expects

ram pressure stripping to be more efficient than tidal stripping for
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cases where the mass of the galaxy is less than about 10 per cent of

the mass of the group. In other words, for galaxies with masses of

less than about 10 per cent of the group mass, tidal stripping is not

expected to substantially modify the structure of the galaxy within

its stripping radius. Our two-system runs involve only systems with

mass ratios �10:1.

The neglect of shock heating would naively appear to be a more

serious omission, since the commonly held picture of structure for-

mation is that gas accreted by a massive system is shocked at the

virial radius up to the virial temperature of the massive system. Thus,

one might expect the hot gas halo of the galaxy to be quickly shock

heated and become unbound. However, high-resolution simulations

(both cosmological and idealized) do not confirm this picture. In

particular, if the material being accreted is in small dense ‘lumps’

(e.g. low-mass virialized systems, as in the present case), it can pen-

etrate all the way to the core of the massive system without being

significantly shocked (e.g. Motl et al. 2004; Murray & Lin 2004;

Poole et al. 2006; Dekel & Birnboim 2007; M07). In fact, most of

the interaction energy is thermalized in the ambient medium of the

more massive system (the ICM, in this case), while the accreted gas

sinks to bottom of the potential well (see M07 for a detailed discus-

sion). However, M07 found that the fraction of the total energy that

is thermalized in the gas of the less-massive system (the galaxy, in

this case) increases almost linearly with the ratio of the mass of the

less-massive system to the total mass of both systems. Therefore,

shock heating is expected to become important for cases where the

mass of the galaxy is comparable to the mass of the group. Our

two-system runs, however, only involve galaxies with masses lower

than 10 per cent of the mass of the group.

3.2 Uniform medium runs

We now explore the ram pressure stripping of galaxies as they

move through a uniform density gaseous medium. For the uniform

medium, we select densities that are typical of the group/cluster

environment. The temperature of the medium is set such that its

pressure equals that of the hot halo of the galaxy at its outer edge

(i.e. the gaseous halo would be static if it were not moving with

respect to the uniform medium). The galaxies are assigned veloci-

ties typical of systems orbiting in genuine groups and clusters (i.e.

comparable to the circular velocity of the group or cluster).

In Fig. 4, we plot the bound mass of gas as a function of time for

a small selection of the uniform medium runs we have performed

and compare this with our proposed analytic model. We focus first

on the M(t) curves from the simulations (solid red curves). First, the

M(t) curves in both panels asymptote to a particular value, as one

would expect from the physical model proposed above where the

ram pressure is effectively held constant with time but is low enough

that not all of the gas should be stripped. In the bottom panel, where

a galaxy is moved through media of two different densities but with

velocities chosen such that the ram pressure is the same, the resulting

M(t) curves are very similar. This unambiguously demonstrates that

the mass loss is indeed due to ram pressure stripping.

A comparison to the predictions of equation (7) (horizontal dotted

lines) demonstrates that the asymptotic behaviour of the simulations

is reproduced if α ≈ 2. (Note that this is very similar to the analytic

estimate of π/2 derived in Section 3.1 for an isothermal sphere.) In

fact, all the uniform medium runs we have performed yield a value

of α close to 2. However, it is immediately apparent that the approx-

imation of instantaneous stripping is not a particularly good one.

For example, in the cases plotted in Fig. 4 it takes ∼1 Gyr of strip-

ping to reach a convergent value (i.e. to reach the 3D radius where
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Figure 4. An example of ram pressure stripping in the uniform medium

simulations. In the top panel, a galaxy of mass M200 = 4 × 1012 M⊙ is run

through a uniform gaseous medium of density 100 fb ρcrit at a velocity of

1000 km s−1. The solid red and dashed blue curves show the bound mass

of gas and dark matter, respectively, in the simulation. In the bottom panel,

the same galaxy is run through two different media: the thick red curve

corresponds to the case where the background density is the same as in the

top panel, but the velocity is 760 km s−1, while the thin red curve corresponds

to the case where the velocity is 1000 km s−1 but the density is a factor of

(1000/760)2 times lower than in the top panel. Thus, the ram pressure is the

same for both cases in the bottom panel. In both the top and bottom panels, the

horizontal dotted lines correspond to the predictions of equation (7) for α =

2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 (bottom to top panel). The green dashed curve corresponds

to equation (7) with α = 2 but with a time-delay factor that accounts for

how long it takes for the galaxy to respond to ram pressure stripping (i.e.

approximately a sound crossing time), as discussed in the text.

the ram pressure equals the gravitational force per unit area). This

‘time-delay’ has been noted previously in studies of the stripping of

cold discs (e.g. Roediger & Brüggen 2006, 2007) and is expected

on physical grounds; the hot halo of the galaxy can only respond to

changes in the local environment on a finite time-scale. What is the

relevant time-scale? If the galaxy is moving subsonically, a natural

choice might be the sound crossing time, that is, the time it takes

for a pressure wave to cross the galaxy’s hot halo. If the galaxy is

moving supersonically, a better choice might be the time it takes a

forward shock to propagate across the galaxy (e.g. Nittmann, Falle

& Gaskell 1982; Mori & Burkert 2000). (Although, as we noted

above, shock heating of the hot gas of the galaxy is minimal in our
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simulations.) Alternatively, Roediger & Brüggen (2007) estimate

and use the time-scale required for the ram pressure to accelerate

the gas to the galaxy’s escape velocity. We have experimented with

including a time-delay factor into the analytic model (how we do

this is described below) that is set to either of these three time-scales

times. In practice, we find that use of either of these time-scales leads

to very similar results. This is not too surprising. The similarity be-

tween the sound and shock crossing times is due to the fact that, in

the rest frame of the group, the galaxy is typically orbiting at tran-

sonic velocities (i.e. Mach number ∼1). The similarity between the

sound crossing time and the time required to accelerate gas to the

galaxy’s escape velocity is also not coincidental. Since the galaxy’s

hot halo is in approximate hydrostatic equilibrium, the mean tem-

perature of the gas will be close to the overall virial temperature

of the galaxy (which is dominated by the mass in dark matter) and

therefore the sound crossing time of the hot halo will be of the or-

der of the dynamical time of the galaxy. Consequently, if the force

due to the ram pressure is of the order of the gravitational restoring

force, as is the case for typical transonic velocities, the time it takes

to accelerate the gas to the escape velocity will be comparable to

the sound crossing time. Note, however, that if the galaxy’s motion

is highly supersonic (or if the gas is not in equilibrium) one might

expect differences between the three time-scales. This study does

not consider this regime and instead focuses on the more physically

relevant transonic regime where all three time-scales are similar.

Below, we present results based on using the sound crossing time

only.

Note that the simulation M(t) curves plotted in Fig. 4 show that

the mass loss proceeds with time more or less linearly until con-

vergence is achieved. (This is generally true of the two-system runs

presented below, as well.) We therefore assume that the mass of gas

stripped over some time-interval �t is just the total mass of stripped

gas inferred from the instantaneous assumption (i.e. the total gas

mass external to the stripping radius) scaled by the ratio �t/tram,

where tram is the characteristic time-scale for ram pressure stripping

(i.e. approximately the sound crossing time). For an appropriate

comparison to the simulations, we set �t to the adopted simulation

output time-interval of 50 Myr.

The sound crossing time of the gaseous halo at any particular time

is calculated as

tsound =

∫ R

0

dr ′

cs(r ′)
, (8)

where R is the maximum radial extent of the bound galactic gas

and cs(r) is the local sound speed profile, which is given by

[γ Pgas(r)/ρgas(r)]1/2 with γ = 5/3. Note that for an isothermal gas

this leads to the familiar relation tsound = R/cs.

In fact, the time it takes the gaseous halo to respond to changes in

the local environment will only be comparable to the sound crossing

time, not exactly equal to it. We therefore multiply this time-scale

by an adjustable coefficient β (which will be of the order of unity)

when computing how much mass can be stripped over a time interval

(i.e. tram = βtsound).

The resulting model is plotted in Fig. 4. In this case, α has been

fixed to 2 to obtain agreement with the asymptotic M(t) behaviour

of the simulated galaxies. A value of 0.5 < β < 0.7 yields good

agreement with the rate of decline of the bound gas mass seen early

on in the simulations (shown is the case corresponding to β = 2/3). It

is worth bearing in mind that the analytic model uses only the initial

radial profiles of the galaxy to compute the bound mass of gas as a

function of time. The fact that the model matches the simulations
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Figure 5. The ratio of ram pressure to gravitational restoring force per

unit area (assuming α = 2) at the outer edge of the gaseous halo of the

galaxy plotted in the top panel of Fig. 4, as a function of time. The solid

squares represent the median of the 500 outermost gravitationally bound gas

particles, while the error bars represent the 25th and 75th percentiles. After t

≈ 0.8 the ram pressure and restoring force per unit area become comparable,

which is why mass loss ceases after this time in Fig. 4.

and that the required values of α and β are of the order of unity is

encouraging.

As a further test of the analytic model, in Fig. 5 we plot the ratio

of ram pressure to the restoring force per unit area (assuming α =

2) at the outer edge of the gaseous halo of the simulated galaxy

examined in the top panel of Fig. 4, as a function of time. This plot

clearly demonstrates that at early times the ram pressure exceeds the

gravitational restoring force per unit area, which is why stripping

occurs. As shown in the top panel of Fig. 4, stripping continues

until t ≈ 0.8 Gyr and then stops rather abruptly. With Fig. 5 we

now clearly see the reason for this behaviour: the ram pressure no

longer exceeds the restoring force per unit area at the outer edge

of the bound halo after this time. In addition, we confirm that the

maximum radial extent of the bound gas at t > 0.8 Gyr corresponds

closely to the 3D radius where ram pressure equals the restoring

force per unit area calculated from the initial gas distribution. This

validates the basic assumptions of our analytic model, outlined in

Section 3.1.

Having calibrated the analytic model against the uniform medium

simulations (i.e. α and β are now fixed), we now proceed to see

whether or not this simple physical model can also account for the

mass loss in the more realistic two-system runs.

3.3 two-system runs

3.3.1 The default two-system run

The default two-system run follows a massive galaxy with M200 =

4 × 1012 M⊙ falling into a moderate mass group of M200 = 1014 M⊙
(implying a mass ratio of 25:1). As noted in Section 2, the concen-

tration of these systems is set to match the mean mass–concentration

of dark matter haloes in the Millennium Simulation. The two-system

runs are initialized such that the virial radii (here defined as r200)

of the two systems are just barely touching. The adopted orbital

parameters of the default run correspond to the most common orbit
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of infalling substructure measured in a large suite of cosmological

simulations by Benson (2005, see his fig. 2). Specifically, the initial

relative radial velocity component, vr, is set to 0.9vc(r200) and the

initial relative tangential component, vt is set to 0.7vc(r200), where

vc(r200) is the circular velocity of the group at r200. This corresponds

to a total relative velocity of ≈1.1vc(r200), which agrees well with

the results of several other similar numerical studies (e.g. Tormen

1997; Vitvitska et al. 2002; Wang et al. 2005). In the following

sections, we experiment with varying the orbit, mass, and internal

structure of the galaxy to test the generality of the analytic model.

As in the uniform medium runs, the analytic model is supplied

with the initial conditions of the galaxy (i.e. its gas and dark matter

radial profiles) and the magnitude of the ram pressure. In contrast to

the uniform medium runs, however, the ram pressure is not constant

with time. Using the orbit from the simulations, along with the den-

sity profile of the group, Pram(t) is calculated and passed to the

analytic model. The analytic model can then predict M(t) once

the values of α and β have been selected.

The mass-loss curves for the default two-system run are plotted in

the top panel of Fig. 6. Overall, the simple analytic model with α =

2, 0.5 < β < 0.7 (shown is β = 2/3) and tram = βtsound reproduces

the mass loss seen in the default two-system run very well. For

example, both the simulations and the model show evidence for near

convergence in M(t) at t � 1.5 Gyr, which corresponds to the (first)

pericentric passage and therefore to the maximum ram pressure

which the galaxy experiences along its orbit (see the bottom panel

of Fig. 6).

The analytic model slightly underestimates the mass loss seen in

the simulations at early times. This is a result of the fact that the hot

halo of the galaxy is initially slightly overpressurized with respect

to the surrounding hot halo of the group. (Note that this was not the

case for the uniform medium simulations plotted in Fig. 4.) This

leads to some expansion of the outer gas which, in turn, makes it

more susceptible to stripping. Since this effect is in general small

and is an artefact of our idealized set-up, we do not attempt to model

it.

While the analytic model with a time-delay factor matches the

simulations well, an instantaneous stripping model with α ≈ 4 (rep-

resented by the second dotted curve from the bottom) also performs

well. However, even if the agreement is reasonable, this model is

without physical justification and should not be expected to apply

in situations that differ significantly from those of the default run.

Indeed, this is indicated by the results presented later in this paper

(cf. Fig. 8).

We also note that a significant fraction of the dark matter halo

is also stripped, particularly near the first pericentric passage. This

is not unexpected and is due to the tidal forces acting on the dark

matter. We do not attempt to model the stripping of the dark matter,

as there are already several published analytic studies which repro-

duce the dark matter stripping and tidal heating in simulations well

(e.g. Taylor & Babul 2001; Benson et al. 2002). Instead, the ana-

lytic model proposed in Section 3.1 simply assumes that, within the

stripping radius, the properties of the galaxy are unchanged from

their initial state. Thus, the dark matter halo is assumed to main-

tain its initial NFW configuration within this radius. In Appendix B,

we present a simple analytic argument that validates this assump-

tion for systems where the mass of the galaxy is less than about

10 per cent of the mass of the group. We have also directly computed

the evolution of the tidal radius (rt, defined in Binney & Tremaine

1987; see also Appendix B) of the galaxy in the simulations as a

function of time. In Fig. 7, we compare the tidal radius with the

radial extent of the hot gaseous halo. The tidal radius shrinks at

Figure 6. Ram pressure stripping in the default two-system run. Top panel:

the solid red and dashed blue curves show the bound mass of gas and dark

matter, respectively, in the simulation. The green dashed curve corresponds

to predictions of the analytic model (for α = 2 and β = 2/3) where stripping

occurs on approximately a sound crossing time. The dotted curves are the

predictions of equation (7) with α = 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 (bottom to top panel)

under the assumption of instantaneous stripping. Bottom panel: the ram

pressure as a function of time as the galaxy orbits the group. The ram pressure

has been normalized to the characteristic value of ρICMvc(r200)2. For this

particular orbit, which corresponds to the most common orbit of infalling

substructure in cosmological simulations, pericentric (apocentric) passage

occurs at t ≈ 1.5 Gyr (t ≈ 7.5 Gyr).

pericentre and then expands but at all times is safely larger than the

gaseous halo by at least a factor of 2.

3.3.2 Varying the orbit of the galaxy

In Fig. 6, we examined the ram pressure stripping of a galaxy on the

most-common orbit seen in cosmological simulations. We now ex-

periment with varying the initial orbital parameters. This will have

the effect of changing both the shape and normalization of Pram(t).

We use fig. 2 of Benson (2005) to select a range of cosmologi-

cally likely orbits; the initial velocity of some orbits is dominated

by the radial component while others have nearly circular motions

initially.3 We plot the mass-loss curves for six such orbits in Fig. 8.

3 In fact, unlike the other cases, the orbit with vr/vc(r200) = vt/vc(r200) =

0.4 is not a common one. We have simulated this atypical orbit just to see if

the model breaks down for extreme cases.
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Figure 7. The evolution of the galaxy’s tidal radius (dashed blue curve) and

the radial extent of its bound gaseous halo (solid red curve) for the default

two-system run. The radial extent of the gas is defined here as the radius

enclosing 90 per cent of galaxy’s bound hot halo. The tidal radius is larger

than the bound hot gaseous halo by at least a factor of 2 at all times.

The mass-loss curves in Fig. 8 exhibit a variety of behaviours.

Orbits that initially have a significant tangential component (and

have a total velocity of ∼vc) typically undergo only one pericentric

passage over the course of 10 Gyr. Consequently, their associated

M(t) curves tend to show only one period of significant decline.

Orbits that are predominantly radial, on the other hand, typically

undergo two or more pericentric passages, with each successive

passage bringing the galaxy closer to the centre of the group. In

Figure 8. Ram pressure stripping as a function of initial orbital parameters. Shown are the mass-loss curves of a galaxy with an initial mass M200 = 4 ×

1012 M⊙ falling into a group with mass M200 = 1014 M⊙. Each panel represents a different orbit, as described in the text. The line types have the same

meanings as in Fig. 6.

these cases, we see two (or more) periods of significant decline in

the bound mass of gas, as expected.

In spite of the widely varying orbits, the simple analytic model

with α = 2, 0.5 < β < 0.7 (shown is β = 2/3), and tram = βtsound

performs remarkably well in predicting the mass loss seen in the

simulations. For all orbits and at all times, the model predicts M(t)

to within ≈10 per cent accuracy.

Finally, it is interesting to note that if the standard (but unphysi-

cal) instantaneous ram pressure stripping model were adopted, the

implication would be that α should vary as a function of the or-

bit. In particular, from Fig. 8, one would infer relatively low values

of α(∼2–5) for more circular orbits and relatively high values of

α(∼6–10) for more radial orbits. However, α is a geometric con-

stant that is not expected to depend on the orbit. This consideration

provided one of the original motivations for us to explore models

where the stripping is not instantaneous. As we have demonstrated,

a fixed value of α ≈ 2 works well for all orbits when one takes into

account the finite time required for stripping.

3.3.3 Varying the mass of the galaxy

We now investigate variations in total mass of the galaxy. This will

mainly have the effect of changing the gravitational restoring force

(per unit area) of the galaxy at all radii by a constant factor. As

indicated by Fig. 9, the analytic model matches the higher mass ratio

interactions (lower galaxy masses) well at all times but does less well

for the low mass ratio 10:1 at late times. In particular, the analytic

model predicts that there ought to be no further stripping following

first pericentric passage while the simulations show evidence for

further stripping. What is the origin of this behaviour?

An inspection of the 10:1 simulation reveals that the gaseous halo

of the galaxy undergoes significant expansion at late times while

the analytic model uses the initial gas distribution (see Fig. 10). The
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Figure 9. Ram pressure stripping as a function of galaxy mass. Shown are

the mass-loss curves for a galaxy of varying mass but with the same initial

orbital parameters as in the default two-system run. Each panel corresponds

to galaxies with different total masses as is indicated by the mass ratio in

the legend. (Note that the group mass is fixed at M200 = 1014 M⊙ and the

default case corresponds to a mass ratio of 25:1.) The line types have the

same meanings as in Fig. 6.
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Figure 10. The evolution of the radial extent of bound gaseous halo (solid

red curve) for the 10:1 two-system run plotted in Fig. 9. Also shown is the

distance (rsep) between the centres of the galaxy and group as a function of

time. Following pericentric passage, the hot halo of the galaxy is overpres-

surized compared to the ambient ICM and begins to expand. This expansion

leads to further ram pressure stripping at late times.

expansion, in turn, makes the gas more susceptible to ram pressure

stripping, and this accounts for the decline in the bound gas mass at

late times. The physical reason for the expansion of the gaseous halo

is as follows. At early times, the ram pressure exceeds the restoring

force per unit area of the outer gas, which leads to stripping. This

stripping proceeds until pericentric passage, when Pram is largest.

The remaining bound gaseous halo following pericentric passage is

of higher mean density and pressure than the initial system, since

all of the low-density (less-bound) material has been removed. Fol-

lowing pericentre, the galaxy moves out to large group-centric radii,

where the pressure and density of the ICM are relatively low com-

pared to pericentre. As a result, the gaseous halo of the galaxy

becomes overpressurized with respect to the local ICM and begins

to expand. This effect is larger in the case of more massive galax-

ies since they are more overpressurized with respect to the ICM.

The expansion proceeds until approximately apocentre is reached,

at which point the galaxy begins to move back into denser and higher

pressure regions of the group. (This effect is also responsible for the

mild decline in bound gas mass for the highly tangential orbital case

plotted in the top right-hand panel of Fig. 8.) It is important to note

that this overpressurization effect is not a numerical artefact, it is

a real effect that should be experienced by massive galaxies with

orbits that have large energies and tangential components.

Modelling this effect may be possible with some effort. The ex-

pansion of the gaseous halo at late times is adiabatic, which greatly

simplifies matters. One could therefore compute the radial proper-

ties of the gaseous halo as a function of time using the Lagrangian

entropy distribution of the gas and assuming hydrostatic equilib-

rium with an outer boundary condition that the pressure must match

that of the ambient ICM. However, this procedure is complicated

by the fact that one must also know the distribution of the galaxy’s

dark matter halo out to the radius of maximum expansion. While

the dark matter profile at small and intermediate radii is sufficiently

similar to the initial distribution, this is not the case at very large

radii. A proper treatment therefore requires that we factor in dark

matter stripping and heating. This could potentially be achieved by

combining our analytic ram pressure model with existing analytic

models of dark matter stripping and heating (e.g. Taylor & Babul

2001; Benson et al. 2002). However, this is beyond the scope of this

study and we leave it for future work.

Finally, we stress that the expansion effect just described is rel-

evant to cases where both of the following are true: (1) the mass

of the galaxy is greater than about 10 per cent of the mass of the

group; and (2) the orbit has an appreciable tangential component

and a large enough energy such that apocentre occurs at large group

radius4 (i.e. comparable to the group virial radius). However, we ex-

pect that both of these conditions are rarely fulfilled simultaneously

in real systems, as massive satellites tend preferentially to fall into

groups and clusters on nearly radial orbits (i.e. along filaments; see

e.g. Benson 2005).

3.3.4 Varying the concentration of the galaxy

Finally, we experiment with varying the internal structure of the

galaxy (both its gas and dark matter) by varying its initial concen-

tration parameter, c200 (equivalently, its scale radius, rs). This will

mainly have the effect of changing the shape of the radial profile of

the restoring force (per unit area). This test is motivated by the fact

that in cosmological simulations there is a large degree of intrinsic

scatter in the concentration parameter for a system of fixed mass

(e.g. Dolag et al. 2004; Neto et al. 2007). Note that changing the

concentration can also mimic the addition of another mass com-

ponent to the galaxy, such as a stellar component (which we have

neglected to include explicitly).

4 For radial orbits, on the other hand, apocentre lies at smaller group radius

and, as a result, the galaxy does not become overpressurized with respect

to the ICM. In these cases, the analytic model matches the mass loss in the

simulations quite well.
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Figure 11. Ram pressure stripping as a function of galaxy internal structure.

Shown are the mass-loss curves of a galaxy with the same mass and orbit

as the default run but with a varying concentration. Each panel corresponds

to a different concentration parameter for the galaxy, with the default case

corresponding to c200 = 7. The line types have the same meanings as in

Fig. 6.

Fig. 11 shows that the concentration has a significant effect on

the amount of gas that the galaxy is able to retain as it orbits about

the group. As expected, as the concentration is increased so too is

the bound mass of gas. As in the previous experiments, the simple

analytic model with α = 2, 0.5 < β < 0.7 (shown is β = 2/3),

and tram = β tsound matches the mass loss in the simulations very

well.
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Figure 12. A comparison of the GADGET-2 and FLASH results for the bound

mass of gas for the uniform medium run presented in the top panel of Fig. 4

(see Appendix A). The solid blue curve corresponds to applying the default

iterative bound mass algorithm described at the end of Section 2.1 to the

GADGET-2 run. The solid red curve are results of the FLASH code. The dashed

blue curve corresponds to the case when we apply the same bound mass

algorithm used for the FLASH run (see the text) to the GADGET-2 run. This

demonstrates that when the GADGET-2 and FLASH runs are treated on an equal

footing the agreement between the two is excellent.

4 S U M M A RY A N D D I S C U S S I O N

Using a suite of carefully controlled 3D hydrodynamic simulations,

we have investigated the ram pressure stripping of hot gas in the

haloes of galaxies as they fall into groups and clusters. We have pro-

posed a physically simple analytic model that describes the stripping

seen in the simulations remarkably well. This model is analogous

to the original formulation of Gunn & Gott (1972), except that it is

appropriate for the case of a spherical gas distribution (as opposed to

a face-on disc) and takes into account that stripping is not instanta-

neous but occurs on approximately a sound crossing time. The only

pieces of information that the model requires are the initial condi-

tions of the orbiting galaxy (its gas and dark matter profiles), the

density profile of the ICM and the orbit [the latter two are needed

to calculate Pram(t)]. The model contains two tunable coefficients

that are of the order of unity. Fixing these coefficients to match

the stripping in just one of our idealized uniform medium simu-

lations (see Section 3.2) leads to excellent agreement with all our

other simulations. With the exception of cases where the mass of

the galaxy is greater than about 10 per cent of the mass of the group

and its orbit is highly non-radial, the analytic model reproduces the

mass loss in the simulations to ≈10 per cent accuracy at all times

and for all the orbits, galaxy masses, and galaxy concentrations that

we have explored. For cases where the mass of the galaxy exceeds

10 per cent of the mass of the group, it will likely be necessary to fac-

tor in the effects of tidal stripping and gravitational shock heating,

which are neglected by our model.

We reiterate that the numerical simulations with which our ana-

lytic model has been calibrated have been demonstrated to be robust

to the adopted resolution and artificial viscosity strength (see Sec-

tion 2.2). Furthermore, as we have demonstrated that KH (and RT)

instability stripping is expected to be unimportant, SPH codes should

be fully capable of tackling the problem of hot halo gas stripping

in galaxies orbiting in groups and clusters. A direct comparison be-

tween the results using the GADGET-2 and FLASH hydrodynamic codes

for one of our runs (see Appendix A) confirms this conclusion.

The model we have derived has a number of potentially interest-

ing applications, including modelling observed satellite galaxies and

satellite galaxies in cosmological simulations. One application that

we are currently pursuing is the incorporation of our ram pressure

stripping model into a semi-analytic model of galaxy formation. As

mentioned in Section 1, recent observations (Weinmann et al. 2006;

Baldry et al. 2006) have revealed that current semi-analytic models

predict satellite galaxies whose colours are too red compared to the

observed systems. The implementation of ram pressure stripping in

these models is unrealistically efficient since, by assumption, the

hot halo of the satellite galaxy is instantly transferred to the more

massive system as soon as the satellite galaxy enters the massive

system’s virial radius. In reality, the hot gaseous halo of the galaxy

will remain intact for a while. For example, for the most-common

orbital parameters, we find that between 20 and 40 per cent of the

initial hot halo of the galaxy can remain in place even after 10 Gyr

of orbiting inside the group or cluster (see Fig. 9; note, however,

that the quoted numbers could be sensitive to the adopted hot gas

distribution of the galaxy). We note that these predictions are in

qualitative agreement with recent Chandra X-ray observations of

massive galaxies orbiting in hot clusters by Sun et al. (2007b), who

find that most of the galaxies have detectable hot gaseous haloes. De-

pending on the efficiency of feedback (e.g. from supernova winds)

in the semi-analytic models, radiative cooling of the remaining hot

halo gas will replenish the cold gaseous component at the centre of

the galaxy, which in turn will allow star formation to continue for
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some time. This will have the effect of making the colour of model

satellite galaxies bluer and could resolve the discrepancy between

semi-analytic models and observations (Font et al., in preparation).
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A P P E N D I X A : C O M PA R I S O N O F R A M

P R E S S U R E S T R I P P I N G U S I N G G A D G E T- 2

A N D F L A S H

Here, we compare the results obtained using the Lagrangian SPH

code GADGET-2 (Springel 2005) with those obtained using the

Eulerian AMR code FLASH (Fryxell et al. 2000) for one of the uni-

form medium runs (specifically, the run presented in the top panel

of Fig. 4).

The characteristics of the GADGET-2 simulation are given in Sec-

tions 2.1 and 3.2 of the main text. For FLASH, we have tried three
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different versions of the same uniform medium run. In the first ver-

sion, the galaxy is moved across a periodic box filled with a static

background medium (as in the GADGET-2 simulation) and the com-

putational volume is resolved with a fixed 2563 base grid. This yields

a spatial resolution comparable to that of the GADGET-2 run. In the

second version, we take advantage of the AMR capability of FLASH,

using a base grid of 643 cells and allowing up to two levels of re-

finement. This significantly speeds up the calculation. Finally, the

third version is the same as the first version except that the galaxy

is placed in the centre of the box and is assigned zero bulk veloc-

ity while the uniform background medium is assigned a velocity

of −1000 km s−1. Encouragingly, we find that all three versions of

the FLASH run yield virtually identical results. Below, we compare

only the results of the first version with the results of the GADGET-2

simulation.

For all of the GADGET-2 simulations presented in the main text, the

bound mass of gas is determined by calculating the centre of mass

of the galaxy, computing energies in this frame, throwing out un-

bound particles, recomputing the centre of mass, and so on until no

further particles are identified as being unbound. Under this iterative

scenario, once a particle is stripped it can never be re-accreted. The

M(t) curves are necessarily monotonically decreasing in this case.

Unfortunately, it is not trivial to implement this type of algorithm

for the FLASH simulation since it is not a Lagrangian code. Instead, it

is simply assumed that all of the dark matter remains gravitationally

bound (this is a good assumption, as indicated by the dashed blue

curve in Fig. 4). We then use the dark matter halo to calculate the

centre of mass of the galaxy and determine which of the gas cells in

the box are gravitationally bound to this dark matter halo. Under this

scenario, gas that was once stripped can potentially be re-accreted.

Therefore, a direct comparison between the default GADGET-2 and

FLASH results should be treated with caution. Fortunately, however,

it is straightforward to apply the same simplified bound mass algo-

rithm used for the FLASH run to the GADGET-2 run and we have done

this.

In Fig. 12, we compare the bound mass of gas as a function of time

for the GADGET-2 and FLASH runs. The plot demonstrates that when

both runs are treated on an equal footing, using the same algorithm

for computing the bound mass of gas, the agreement between them

is superb.

A P P E N D I X B : T H E I M P O RTA N C E O F T I DA L

S T R I P P I N G

Here, we present a simple argument that demonstrates that tidal

stripping should only be relevant for cases where the mass of the

galaxy exceeds ∼10 per cent of the mass of the group.

The tidal radius, rt, of a galaxy can be expressed as

rt

R
=

[

Mgal(rt)

Mgrp(R)(3 − d ln Mgrp/d ln R)

]1/3

, (B1)

where R is 3D group-centric radius of the galaxy, Mgal(r) is the total

mass of the galaxy within radius r, and Mgrp(R) is the total mass of

the group within radius R (e.g. King 1962).

The above equation can be re-written in terms of the mean density

of the galaxy within rt and the mean density of the group within

R:

ρgal(rt) =

(

3 −
d ln Mgrp

d ln R

)

ρgrp(R). (B2)

For simplicity, we will now assume that both systems can be

approximated as isothermal spheres. In this case, the condition for

tidal stripping is simply

ρgal(rt) < 2 ρgrp(R). (B3)

We now seek to express the ram pressure stripping condition in

terms of ρgal(rt) and ρgrp(R).

Assuming for both the galaxy and the group that the gas density

traces the total density and that both have the same baryon fraction,

equation (7) can be re-written as

ρgrp(R)v2
orb > αρgal(r )v2

c,gal(r ). (B4)

Rearranging, we obtain

ρgal(r ) <
1

α

(

vorb

vc,gal

)2

ρgrp(R). (B5)

If both the galaxy and group have the same power-law density

profiles, then

ρgal(r ) = kρgal(r ),

ρgrp(r ) = kρgrp(r ), (B6)

for some k.

Therefore, the ram pressure stripping condition is given by

ρgal(r ) <
1

α

(

vorb

vc,gal

)2

ρgrp(R), (B7)

which is similar to the tidal stripping condition (equation B3) except

that the right-hand side is larger by a factor F:

F =
1

2α

(

vorb

vc,gal

)2

. (B8)

Typically, vorb ∼ vc,grp (where vc,grp is the circular of the group)

and assuming α = 2 the factor F can be expressed as

F ∼
1

4

(

vc,grp

vc,gal

)2

. (B9)

Since vc ∝ M1/3 for cosmological haloes, equation (B9) can be

re-written as

F ∼
1

4

(

Mgrp

Mgal

)2/3

. (B10)

Tidal stripping is therefore only expected to become more impor-

tant than ram pressure stripping (i.e. F � 1) in cases where Mgal/

Mgrp � 1/8.
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